Abstract-In this paper we consider how to efficiently identify tags on the moving conveyor. Considering conditions like the path loss and multi-path effect in realistic settings, we first propose a probabilistic model for RFID tag identification. Based on this model, we propose efficient solutions to identify moving RFID tags, according to the fixed-path mobility on the conveyor. A dynamic program based solution and an adaptive solution are proposed to select optimized frame sizes during the query cycles. Simulation results indicate that by leveraging the probabilistic model our solutions can achieve much better performance than using parameters for the ideal propagation situations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Radio frequency identification (RFID) technology is widely used in supply chain management as a means of monitoring physical goods and assets. For large warehouses with tens of thousands of physical goods entering and leaving each day, the process of collecting RFID tag IDs is highly automated through the use of conveyor belts. Once goods are placed onto a conveyor belt, they move along on a fixed path at a constant speed until they are read by RFID readers carefully placed along the conveyor belt's path. Given the crucial role of supply chains to the economy, improving the performance of reading RFID tags on a conveyor belt is an important component in improving the overall efficiency.
RFID tags are simple devices that are unable to self-regulate their radio transmissions to avoid collisions. An anti-collision protocol is used to regulate tag replies in order to obtain all the available tag IDs in the shortest amount of time. One of the most common standards for supply chain RFID tags is the EPC Class 1 Gen 2 RFID standards. This standard is based on a slotted ALOHA process to regulate tag responses. Prior research [1] [2] on improving performance have focused on optimizing the parameters used in this slotted ALOHA model. However, these research only considered optimizing the parameters when reading static RFID tags under ideal environmental conditions. Real world environmental conditions such as path loss and multi-path effects, as well as the fixed-path mobility of RFID tags are not considered. As such, these results are less applicable to our problem. Other work by [3] [4] [5] performed practical experiments to determine the best parameters. However, it is unclear how well these findings can be generalized to other environmental settings.
This work was done when the first author worked as a visiting scholar at the College of William and Mary.
In this paper, we consider the important problem of improving reading performance for RFID tags under a moving conveyor belt. We first bridge the gap between theoretical anticollision protocols and real world conditions by introducing a probabilistic model for RFID tag identification. Our model offers a fundamental guidance for setting MAC layer parameters, such as the frame size for ALOHA based protocols. Based on our model, we propose protocols that improve reading performance for moving RFID tags. Our proposed solution reduces the reading time by 23% than using parameters derived under ideal conditions with no propagation loss [6] . This improvement is achieved while adhering to the existing EPC Class 1 Gen 2 RFID standards.
We make the following contributions in this paper.
1)
We give a probabilistic model for the slotted ALOHA based anti-collision schemes, in order to understand the principles for RFID tag identification under the realistic settings. We analyze how the physical layer property affects the behavior of the MAC layer protocol. 2) We propose efficient solutions to identify moving tags on the conveyor according to the probabilistic model. We present a dynamic program based solution and an adaptive solution of selecting frame sizes for efficient tag identification. 3) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first theoretical work which investigates the realistic model for RFID tag identification by taking the probabilistic propagation into consideration. We give a fundamental illustration of how the current anti-collision protocol works in the realistic settings, and give indications for a closer coupling of the physical and MAC layers.
The rest of the paper is as follows. Sections II and III present the related work and RFID background respectively. We formulate our problem in Section IV, and present our probabilistic model in Section V. Section VI contains the protocols for efficient reading of mobile RFID tags. Our evaluation is in Section VII, and we conclude in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORKS
arbitration. The ALOHA protocol was first developed for random access in packet radio networks. To improve efficiency for RFID systems, the slotted ALOHA is developed [1] [2] . In [9] , Schoute analyzes the performance of the dynamic frame-sized ALOHA. In [10] Floerkemeier presents a Bayesian strategy to dynamically determine frame size. In [11] , Vogt uses the Markov process to model the read process and suggests a set of dynamic frame sizes in the read process. An estimate function is also proposed to estimate the tag quantity. In [6] , Lee et al. adopt Vogt's tag estimation method and derive the dynamic frame size for achieving maximum channel efficiency. They claim that if the frame size approximately equals the number of tags plus one, the maximum channel efficiency can be obtained. In [12] , Murali et al. provide very fast and reliable estimation mechanisms for tag quantity in a more practical approach. To address the multiple-reading problem, Qian et al. propose the Lottery Frame scheme [13] , a replicate-insensitive estimation protocol. In [14] , Bo et al. consider the problem of identifying popular categories of RFID tags out of a large collection of tags. In [15] , a fast missing tag detection protocol for RFID based inventory control applications was provided.
The unreliability of the physical layer in RFID systems has a crucial impact on tag reading. To show the effect of errors on the C1G2 protocol, Mitsugi et al. [16] present simulation results that bit errors significantly degrade the C1G2 performance. In [3] , Buettner et al. examine the performance of the C1G2 RFID system in a realistic setting. They identify factors that degrade overall performance and reliability with a focus on the physical layer. They find that physical layer considerations have a significant impact on reader performance, and that this is exacerbated by a lack of integration between physical and MAC layers. In [5] , Aroor et al. identify the state of the technical capability of passive UHF RFID systems using a simple, empirical, experimental approach. They examine various read distances for free space, near metal and near water situations. In [4] , Ramakrishnan et al. describe the first comprehensive benchmark suite for passive UHF RFID tags. In [17] Ren et al. performed extensive experiments on an industrial conveyor belt to determine the effects of mobility on RFID reader performance. In [18] Jeffery et al. conduct experiments in realistic settings and find that within each reader's detection range, there are two distinct regions: major detection region and minor detection region.
III. PRELIMINARY A. Far-Field Propagation and Backscatter Principle
Class-1 Generation-2 (C1G2) RFID systems [19] as defined by EPCglobal are based on UHF frequencies. They use farfield communication and the physical property of backscattering power [20] . Far-field communication uses the electric radio waves, where the reader sends a continuous base signal that is reflected back by the tag's antenna. A backscatter tag operates by modulating the electronics connected to the antenna so as to control the reflection of electromagnetic energy. Suppose a reader and a tag are separated by a distance of r in the free space propagation scenario. The reader's antenna gain is G r and the tag's antenna gain is G t . The wave length is λ. Assume the transmitter power from the reader is P 1 measured in watts. By considering power flux density, the power received at the tag is
. According to the radar principle, the amount of energy reflected by an object is dependent on the reflective area of the object. This area is referred to as the radar cross section (RCS). We use σ to denote the RCS, then the reflected power from the tag towards the reader is P 3 = P1·Gr·σ (4π) 2 r 2 . The power density yielded at the receiver of the reader is given by
. According to the above analysis, we have the path loss as follows:
According to Eq. (1), we define the free space path loss over distance r as P L fs (r) = ( 4πr λ ) 2 . Apparently the above free space propagation model is deterministic. However, this model rarely describes the actual propagation situation accurately. In realistic settings the propagation is probabilistic, because orientations of tags affect the backscatter efficiency, and phenomenons such as absorption and multi-path fading further make the attenuation not accurately predicted.
We denote the down-link communication from the reader to a tag as the forward channel, and denote the up-link communication from a tag to the reader as the reverse channel. For successful reading of a passive tag with the backscatter scheme, there are two thresholds to meet the physical requirements. The first is the tag power (sensitivity) threshold, P ts . It is the minimum received power necessary to turn on an RFID chip. The second is the reader sensitivity threshold, P rs . It is the minimum level of the tag signal that the reader can detect and resolve. Thus it must satisfy P 2 > P ts for the tag to be powered up and resolve the received signal, and also P 4 > P rs for the reader to detect and resolve the received signal.
B. Tag inventory and access
The MAC protocol for the C1G2 system is based on Slotted ALOHA, where each frame has a number of slots and each active tag will reply in a randomly selected slot per frame. When a reader (interrogator) wishes to read a set of tags, it first powers up and transmits a continuous wave (CW) to energize the tags. It then initiates a series of frames, varying the number of slots in each frame to best accommodate the number of tags. After all tags are read, the reader powers down. We refer to an individual frame as a Query Round, and the series of Query Rounds between power down periods as a Query Cycle. For each Query Round, the reader can optionally transmit a Select command which limits the number of active tags by providing a bit mask. Then a Query command is transmitted which contains the uplink frequency and data encoding, the Q parameter determining the number of slots for the following frame, and a Target parameter. When a tag receives a Query command, it chooses a random number in the range (0, 2 Q −1), where Q is in the range (0,15), and the value is stored in the slot counter of the tag. If a tag stores a 0 in its slot counter, it will immediately backscatter a 16 bit random number, denoted by RN16. Upon receiving RN16, the reader will echo RN16 in an ACK command. If the tag successfully receives RN16, it will backscatter its ID information (PC+EPC+CRC16). Then a subsequent QueryRep command will be sent to the tag, signaling the end of the slot and toggling an inventoried flag in the tag to make it keep silent in the following rounds. If the ID is not successfully received by the reader, an NAK command is sent which resets the tag so as to keep the tag active in the next round. Upon receiving the QueryRep command, the remaining tags will decrement their slot counters, and respond with RN16 if their slot counters are set to 0. When the number of QueryReps is equal to 2 Q , the current QueryRound ends. If there are still tags left unread, then the reader issues a QueryAdjust command to start a new Query Round, and all active tags which have received the first Query command can contend for slots in this frame. Note that, within each frame, tags may choose the same random number for the slot counter, which causes multiple tags to reply during a slot. Therefore within each frame there exist three kinds of slots: (1) the empty slot where no tags replies; (2) the single slot where only one tag replies; and (3) the collision slot where multiple tags reply.
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Suppose a freight of containers is moving on a conveyor. The reader must read data from those tags inside the containers. Fig. 1 illustrates this scenario of reading moving tags. We suppose the conveyor has a constant moving speed v. The reader is fixed over the conveyor at a height of h, and it has an effective range of D on the horizon. The tag containers are placed along the conveyor with a distance of S ≥ D between each other. In this way, only one container is in the reading range of the reader at any time. Assume the number of tags in a container is N . As the time interval for one container to stay within the effective reading range is limited to D v , the RFID reader system needs to finish identifying all tags inside each container within this time interval. Note that due to random issues in the anti-collision scheme, e.g, the system may occasionally encounter much higher collisions than the expected situation, in realistic settings the reader can never guarantee to finish identifying all tags in time, whatever the speed of the conveyor is. Therefore the objective to design the RFID system is to make the expected duration for identifying all tags as short as possible, so that all tags can be identified in time with high possibility. Fig. 2 illustrates the intuition of this objective. In Fig. 2 (a) we use Poisson distribution to depict the duration distribution to finish identifying all N tags. The horizontal axis k is the duration and the vertical axis is the probability. We show three distributions with various mean durations λ = 1, 4, 10. In Fig. 2(b) we depict the corresponding cumulative distribution functions. We observe that in order to finish identifying all tags within a fixed duration k, the scheme with the smallest mean duration λ = 1 always has the highest probability to achieve that, while the scheme with λ = 10 always has the lowest probability. Therefore, in order to ensure all tags can be identified in time with high possibility, a practical method is to make the expected duration to finish reading all tags as small as possible. Assume that the average durations for empty/single/collision slots are all nearly equal to Δt. Since the reader is responsible to set the frame size f for each Query Round, it needs to efficiently set a series of frame sizes
Since Δt is constant, this optimization problem is further reduced to minimizing the expectation of m i=1 f i , which is the total expected number of slots used to read all the tags. While a container is moving within the reader's range, its horizontal position is d (see Fig.1 ). For the ease of presentation, we respectively set the horizontal position at the entrance, the middle and the exit of the reader's effective range as − 
So when the container is moving on the conveyor, the propagation loss for both the forwarding channel and the reverse channel keeps changing as the distance r varies. Hence the probability varies for the tags to successfully receive and backscatter the signal to the reader, affecting the whole procedure for the tag inventory and access. In order to solve the aforementioned optimization problem, we need to investigate the probabilistic model for RFID tag identification. Thus in the next two sections, we first propose a probabilistic model for RFID tag identification, then we accordingly propose an efficient tag identification scheme for identifying moving tags.
V. PROBABILISTIC MODEL FOR RFID TAG IDENTIFICATION A. Probabilistic parameters for propagation
According to Section III-A, we know that the realistic propagation model is probabilistic, since the path loss and the backscatter efficiency are probabilistic. In order to depict the RFID tag identification process under the probabilistic propagation situation, assume that the distance between the reader and the tag to be identified is r. We use p i (r) to denote the probability for the tag to successfully receive the message from the reader, and then use p t (r) to denote the probability for the reader to successfully receive the backscattered message from the tag. Then by definition we have
B. Probabilistic model for tag identification
According to Section III-B, considering one specified RFID tag, we can divide the tag inventory and access procedure into four phases:(1) Obtain frame size from the Query/QueryAdjust message, (2) Monitor the QueryRep messages for selected slot, (3) Backscatter the RN16 message, and (4) Backscatter the ID message. Here we do not consider the optional Select message in the probabilistic model. In the following we respectively analyze the actual impact on the four phases due to the probabilistic propagation.
1) Obtain frame size from Query/QueryAdjust message: Assume before each Query Round, the number of tags left unread is n. When the reader sends the Query/QueryAdjust message, the tag will detect and resolve this message with probability p i (r). Thus n · p i (r) tags are able to select the slots inside the frame.
2) Monitor QueryRep messages for selected slot: For those tags which have successfully selected the slot number according to the frame size f , each tag counts down the slot counter slot according to the received QueryRep messages. Each QueryRep message is detected and resolved by the tag with probability p i (r). When slot = 0 the tag backscatters the RN16 message to the reader. Due to the loss of QueryRep messages, the tag actually may have to wait for more slots after the exact slot it selects. In this situation suppose a tag has selected the xth slot (1 ≤ x ≤ f ) within the frame size f , the probability for it to detect x QueryRep messages at the actual tth (t ≥ x) slot is
As t varies over the range [x, +∞], if t ≤ f , then the tag can reply inside the frame; otherwise, the tag cannot reply inside the frame. Therefore if a tag originally selects the xth slot, the probability for it to successfully reply in the frame is
As each tag uniformly selects a slot from 1 to f , then the probability for it to successfully reply in the frame is
Theorem 1: According to the probabilistic propagation model, the probability for a tag to successfully reply in the frame with size f by monitoring the QueryRep messages is equal to
Proof: Since p α (t, x, r) denotes the probability for the tag to receive x QueryRep messages at the tth slot, and in order to succeed to do it within the specified frame size f , it should satisfy 1 ≤ x ≤ t ≤ f . Therefore according to the definition for p θ (f, r) in Eq. (4), p θ (f, r) can be expressed in the following equivalent form:
Then, as we have
The theorem gets proved.
The Query message actually acts as the role of the first QueryRep message, especially when f = 1 the unique Query message takes the role of the QueryRep message. Thus the first phase and the second phase are not independent to each other. However, as long as the frame size f is large enough, we can assume that the first phase and the second phase are independent to each other. In this situation, given the number of unread tags, n, the expected number of tags successfully obtaining a slot inside the frame is
Note that after successfully receiving the Query message, tags randomly select the slots inside the frame with size f , using a uniform approach. Then due to the probabilistic loss of QueryRep messages, the actual slot t in which the tag replies is deferred to some extent over the original selected slot x. Since the original slot x is selected with uniform probability, then as indicated in Theorem 1's proof, the probability for the tag actually replies in slot t is P (t) = t x=1
f . Since P (t) is the same for all slot t, it infers that the actual slot t in which the tag replies is uniformly distributed inside the frame. Therefore, if we do not consider the propagation loss for backscattering, then, according to the binomial distribution, the expected number of empty slots, single slots, and collision slots, n 0 , n 1 , n c , can be calculated as follows:
We denote the above mentioned empty/single/collision slot as original empty/single/collision slot, which means no/one/multiple tag(s) select(s) this slot and is (are) ready to backscatter the RN16 message to the reader. Specifically, we define s-collision slot as the slot which is selected by s tags.
3) Backscatter the RN16 message: If a tag has received enough QueryRep messages for its selected slot, then it backscatters the RN16 message to the reader, and the reader is able to detect and resolve the backscattered message with probability p t (r)
Suppose the actual numbers of empty slots, single slots and collision slots are n 0 , n 1 , n c . Fig. 3 shows the translation relationship from original empty/singel/collision slots to actual empty/singel/collision slots. Suppose n tags are able to successfully obtain a slot in the frame of size f , then the proportion for the original s-collision slots P (s) inside the frame is
Thus given f, n and p t (r), we can calculate n 0 , n 1 , n c as follows:
(7)
4) Backscatter the ID message: When a tag successfully transmits a RN16 message to the reader without collisions, the reader will transmit a ACK message to the tag, and then the tag will backscatter its ID message to the reader. The above process is successfully completed with a probability of p i (r) · p t (r), otherwise the tag will keep active for the next round. Therefore the number of tags that successfully read within the frame is n 1 (n, r, f ) · p i (r) · p t (r).
C. Obtain the propagation and backscatter parameters
In the above subsection, we have built a probabilistic model for the RFID tag identification. Recall that we utilize two parameters p i (r) and p t (r) to formalize the probabilistic model, thus obtaining these two important parameters is a prerequisite to the probabilistic model. However, it is rather difficult to directly compute these two parameters by using realistic physical layer parameters obtained from sophisticated instruments [3] . Here we claim that by using one reader and one tag, it is enough to estimate p i (r) and p t (r) from the following experiment results. We separate the reader and the tag with a distance of r. First we set the frame size f to 1 for the reader, and let the reader issue m 1 rounds to read the same tag and check the number of successful responses m 1 . Thus we get the read ratio as rt 1 (r) = m 1 m1 . Secondly we set the frame size f to a large enough value, say f = 100, and also let the reader issue m 2 rounds to read the same tag and check the number of successful responses m 2 . Thus we get the read ratio as rt f (r) = m 2 m2 . According to the probabilistic model, for the case when frame size f = 1, the Query message is successfully detected and resolved by the tag with probability of p i (r), and the tag successfully backscatters the RN16 message with probability of p t (r). After that the reader successfully responds the ACK message with probability of p i (r), and the tag successfully backscatters the ID message with probability of p t (r). So
For the case when frame size f is set to a large enough value, first the Query message is successfully detected and resolved by the tag with probability of p i (r), then the tag monitors enough QueryRep messages for its selected slot with probability p θ (f, r). It has been proved that p θ (f, r) = p i (r). Then the tag successfully backscatters the RN16 message with probability of p t (r). After that the reader successfully responds the ACK message with probability of p i (r), and the tag successfully backscatters the ID message with probability of p t (r). Hence rt f (r) = (p i (r)) 3 · (p t (r)) 2 . Therefore we can derive that p i (r) = rt(f ) rt (1) and p t (r) = (rt(1)) 3 (rt(f )) 2 . We can store the values of p i (r) and p t (r) at various distance r. In our probabilistic model, for simplification of the problem we do not consider the impact on the propagation probability due to the various message lengths, because these command messages all have very small message lengths. If it is necessary to take the message length into consideration, we can similarly estimate the bit-wise propagation probability parameters according to the above methodology.
VI. EFFICIENT TAG IDENTIFICATION ACCORDING TO THE PROBABILISTIC MODEL

A. Dynamic programming based solution
In this section we solve the optimization problem proposed in Section IV by using dynamic programming. According to the problem statement in Section IV, we further summarize the notations in Table I . 
Parameters
Definitions
The minimum expected number of slots required to read n tags starting from horizontal position
Given n tags, the expected number of tags read in frame size f starting from position
Given n tags, the expected number of tags left unread in frame size f starting from position d Δt
The average time interval for one slot
The upper bound for candidate frame sizes, which is the minimum value of the supported maximum frame size fmax and the number of available time slots fava, i.e., t(d) = min{fmax, fava}, where fava =
D/2−d v·Δt
Without loss of generality, we assume by adjusting the speed of the conveyor, v, all tags can be identified within the reader's effective range for average cases, i.e., the expected duration for identifying all N tags is smaller than D/v. For F (n, d) , which is the minimum expected number of slots required to read n tags starting from
, it has the formulation as follows:
In the above formulation, if n = 0, there is no tag left to be read, then the minimum number of slots required is equal to 0. If n = 1, then the number of slots required is expected to be g(n, d, f ) , the expected number of tags left unread in frame size f . As the tags' container is continuously moving on the conveyor, the container's position actually changes slightly for each slot inside the frame. Since the candidate frame size f is restricted in [1, t(d) ], according to the definition of t(d) in table I, as long as we set a not so large value for f max (empirically f max should not be larger than n for efficiency reason), we can assume that the container's position does not change too much within each selected frame. Then the average position for those tags within the frame is d = d + 0.5 · fvΔt. Thus the average distance between the tags and the reader within the frame is r = √ d 2 + h 2 . According to the probabilistic model, the expected number of tags successfully read within the frame size f is
Hence, By utilizing the optimal parameters stored in f [n][i], we propose Algorithm 2 to perform the RFID tag identification. The reader first performs a read round with initial frame size C and obtains n 0 , n 1 , n c and n s . Here n 0 , n 1 , n c are respectively the number of empty/single/collision slots, while n s is the number of tags successfully identified in the single slots. Then the reader estimates the number of active tags for this round as n, thus the number of tags left unread is n − n s . In the following steps for each round the reader first selects the optimal frame size f * . Given the number of tags left unread n−n s and the current position of the container d, the function selectOptimalFrameSize(n−n s , d) in Alg.2, line 7 just outputs
as the optimal frame size, where i = d+D/2
Δd . Then the reader performs a read round with the frame size f * . After that the reader estimates the number of active tags for this round. In order to guarantee those tags left unread to always have opportunities to seize a slot inside the frame, the reader issues a Query command instead of the QueryAdjust command to start each frame. The above process continues till both the number of single slots n 1 and the number of collision slots n c are equal to 0. Due to the probabilistic propagation loss, this gives a tighter constraint to finish the reading cycle than simply checking if n c = 0, thus making the number of tags left unread as small as possible.
Algorithm 1
Decide optimal frame sizes for slotted-
end for 17: end for Algorithm 2 Tag identification with optimal frame sizes 1:
[n]=performTagSizeEstimate(f, d, n 0 , n 1 , n c ) 10 :
11: end while
Note that the objective for the optimization problem is to minimizing the total time for identifying all the tags. Since in the problem formulation we make the assumption that the average time intervals for empty/single/collision slots are nearly equal to Δt, the optimization problem is equivalent to minimize the total used slots. Actually if we consider distinct time intervals for various kinds of slots, the dynamic programming still works with slightly modification. Suppose the average time intervals for empty/single/collision slots are respectively t e , t s and t c , then F (n, d) can be reformulated as:
Here T (f ) is the time interval for the frame of size f , and we have T (f ) = n 0 (n, r, f ) · t e + n 1 (n, r, f ) · t s + n c (n, r, f ) · t c , and r = (d + 0.5fvΔt) 2 + h 2 .
B. Estimate the number of tags
For each query round the reader needs to estimate the number of active tags, so as to provide an accurate input parameter for selecting the next optimal frame size. Current estimation schemes [12] [21] are not really suitable for our probabilistic model, because their methodology is based on the ideal case when p i (r) = p t (r) = 1. Therefore we propose an alternative scheme to estimate the number of tags. Our methodology is based on Theorem 2.
Theorem 2: As defined in Eq. (7), n 0 (n, r, f ) is monotonically decreasing with n. n c (n, r, f ) is monotonically increasing with n.
Due to lack of space, we omit the proof of Theorem 2. According to Theorem 2, since n 0 (n, r, f ) and n c (n, r, f ) are monotonic with variable n, given the constant values of p t (r), p i (r), f, the reader will obtain various expected values of n 0 , n c with various n. Based on this property, we can estimate the number of tags n by leveraging the binary search method, according to either n 0 (n, r, f ) or n c (n, r, f ). Here we take the observed number of empty slots n 0 (n, r, f ) as the metric for estimation. Assume that the upper bound for n is N , i.e., n ∈ [0, N], then the corresponding expected number of empty slots n 0 ∈ [n 0 (N, r, f ), n 0 (0, r, f)]. We now use binary search to find the value of n according to n 0 . We start from the value n = N/2, and compare n 0 (n , r, f) with n 0 . If n 0 (n , r, f) > n 0 , then n falls into the range (N/2, N]. If n 0 (n , r, f) < n 0 , then n falls into the range [0, N/2). Otherwise n = N/2. We continue the iterative search until we find an exact point value for n. This binary search procedure will iterate at most log 2 (N ) steps.
C. Adaptive frame size selection
In Section VI-A we have proposed a dynamic programming based solution for selecting optimal frame sizes. By using this methodology we can accurately select the optimal frame sizes as the container moves along the conveyor. However, the dynamic program requires to maintain two (N + 1) × M sized tables. Algorithm 1 needs (N + 1) × M iterations to calculate values for the tables. For each iteration different frame sizes f ∈ (0, M − i] should be tested. According to Eq. (7) for each f it requires at most N iterations to calculate n 1 (n, r, f ), thus the computation complexity is O(N 2 ·M 2 ). Although the two tables can be preprocessed in the reader beforehand, the values of N and M can be rather large numbers. Hence in some situations the reader may not afford to conduct such calculations.
Therefore an adaptive approach is essential for the reader to quickly select appropriate frame sizes while guaranteeing efficiency for the anti-collision scheme. We attempt to obtain a local optimal frame size for each Query Round, so as to maximize the proportion of single slots within each frame. Our solution relies on the following Theorem. Proof: According to the probabilistic model, after the phases (1) and (2), only n = n · p i (r) 2 tags are able to be involved in the Query Round. We denote these tags as a set S. Then due to the probabilistic propagation in the reverse channel with probability p t (r), the final number of single slots is n 1 . For those tags in set S, since each tag will uniformly select a slot and successfully backscatter RN16 with probability p t (r), we can depict the process with an equivalent model as follows. Each tag in set S is able to uniformly select a slot inside the frame with probability p t (r) and backscatter with probability equal to 1. Then based on this model the final number of tags involved in the Query Round is n f = n · p t (r). According to the conclusion in [6] , for the ideal propagation case, the local optimal frame size should be f * = n f in order to maximize the channel efficiency for each frame, and the fraction of single slots is 
The process continues until no collision slots or single slots exist inside the frame.
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We have conducted simulations in Matlab. We consider a scenario of reading moving tags on the conveyor, where the effective range for the reader is D = 12 meters (m), the moving speed of the conveyor is v = 3 meters/second (m/s), and the average time interval of each slot is Δt = 10 millisecond (ms). For the Query Cycle we set the default value for the initial frame size as f = 10. We respectively consider two situations for the propagation environment. The first situation is a controlled condition which is near to the free space environment, and the second situation is a noisy condition where propagation attenuations are distinct. We use the parameters in Fig. 4(a) to simulate the propagation probability for p i (r) and p t (r). Here for simplification we set p i (r) = p t (r). As the reader's effective range is D = 12m, the distance between the tag and the reader ranges from 0m to 6m.
We evaluate the performance of various strategies to select frame sizes. In Fig. 4(b) we compare the required number of slots for various strategies. We find that using the dynamic program based strategy (DP) always leads to the smallest number of slots to complete the tag reading, compared with the other strategies. The adaptive strategy (AD) to select local optimal frame sizes also achieves good performance for reading the tags, in that its required number of slots is only 7%-8% larger than the former. Both strategies require fewer slots than the strategy that selects f = n, which proves to be near optimal in the ideal propagation situation. The fixed frame size strategy with f = 32 always requires the largest number of slots, due to the lack of dynamic adjustment for frame size. In Fig. 4(c) we compare the required number of slots for the above four strategies under the two different propagation situations, when the number of tags is 50. From left to right the required numbers of slots are respectively corresponding to: (1) dynamic program based strategy, (2) adaptive strategy, (3) "f = n" strategy, and (4) fixed frame size strategy. We observe that for each strategy the required numbers of slots under the controlled situation are always smaller than the noisy situation. The reason is that in the noisy situation, the propagation loss is more frequent than the controlled situation, thus causing the reader to need more slots to finish reading the tags. In Fig. 4(d) we evaluate the normalized throughput for various initial frame sizes according to the dynamic program based strategy. The normalized throughput is defined as the number of identified tags divided by the required total number of slots. As the number of tags increases from 10 to 40, the throughput increases rapidly. When the number of tags is over 40, the throughput increases slowly and converges to about 0.25. The achieved throughput is smaller than 0.368, which is the theoretical maximum throughput for the ideal propagation situation.
We evaluate the performance of estimating the number of tags in Fig.4(e) . We track a query cycle and compare the estimated number of active tags and the actual number of active tags. We observe that for each round the estimated number of tags is very near the actual number of tags. The maximum estimate error is at most 14% when the number of actual tags is larger than 20. As the number of tags reduces, the maximum estimate error is at most 50%, this is because when the tag size is small, the variance for the number of empty slots or collision slots becomes relatively large, thus causing the estimate error larger than the large tag size case.
In Fig.4(f) we measure the expected maximum number of tags which can be identified for various conveyor speeds, under the noisy condition. We use the dynamic program based strategy to read tags, varying the conveyor speed v. For each specified conveyor speed v, we gradually increase the number of tags n to see if they can be identified in time. We run 500 simulations for each settings, if we find that those tags can be identified for most cases (≥ 50%), we keep increasing n, otherwise we stop and get the corresponding expected maximum number of tags, n max (v). As v increases from 1m/s to 4m/s, the expected number of available slots reduces from 1200 to 300, hence n max (v) reduces from 250 to 65. It means that given a fixed conveyor speed, if the tag size 
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we consider how to efficiently identify tags on the moving conveyor. Considering conditions like the path loss and multi-path effect in realistic settings, we first propose a probabilistic model for RFID tag identification. Based on this model, we propose efficient solutions to identify moving RFID tags, according to the fixed-path mobility on the conveyor.
